
July 2019

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 Keep a record of
the moon this
month. Look at the
moon every night
and draw what it
looks like. 

2 Say thanks to a
family member for
something. Write a
thank-you note. 

3  Create a Fourth
of July cake
together.

4 Play math facts
baseball. Each
problem your child
gets right is a “base
hit.”

5 Make a chart of
the types of birds
you see and the
time of day.

6 In a paper cup
plant seeds from a
fruit you’ve eaten.
Water and watch.

7 Go out for
breakfast. Let each
child read the menu
and total the cost of
food.

8 Arrange for each
child in the family to
make a meal this
week.

9 Start an insect or
rock collection.
Take pictures
instead of capturing
the insects.

10 Read a story to
a younger brother
or sister or friend.

11 List all the
things electrical in
your house.

12 Plan a special
treat for a new
family in the
neighborhood.

13 Visit
Madison’s Art Fair
on the 
Square. 

14 On the next
car trip take turns
spelling what you
see.

15 At 6 P.M. go to
the free concert at
Warner Park. Have a
picnic while you
listen.

16 Cut animal
pictures out of
magazines. Glue
them to popsicle
sticks as puppets.

17 Write
a letter to
someone
who has
moved
away.

18 Visit an ethnic
restaurant or
grocery to try one
new food.

19 Men first
walked on the moon
this day in 1969.
Look at the moon
and stars using
binoculars.

20 As a  family
pick up litter along a
highway. Talk about
other service
projects you can do.

21 Visit the live
butterfly exhibit
Olbrich Botanical
Gardens.             

22 Talk about
phone etiquette as a
family. 

23 At supper tell
each other stories
with a new twist (for
example,
“Cinderella Goes
Camping”).

24 Listen to some
music and draw a
picture of what it
makes you think of.

25 Draw several
pictures of the same
animal. Color each
one a different
color.

26 Invent a recipe
for a cool summer
drink. Serve it to your
friends. Write it so
they may have a copy.

27 Visit
Madison’s Farmers’
Market and
Children’s Museum.
What did you see?

28 Invent a new
board game.

29 List all the
things you consider
beautiful. 

30 List at least 5
words (synonyms)
that mean hot.

31 Measure a
square yard in your
yard. List all you
find in it.
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